Colfe’s School
Senior School Remote Learning Provision
We aim to provide a rich and varied learning experience for pupils who are required to work remotely. Our
plans enable pupils to make progress from home at a similar rate as they would have in school whilst also
supporting them in their wellbeing.
Remote provision when the school is open
If your child is required to self-isolate when the school is open they will continue with their learning by
joining their lessons live via Teams.
The only exceptions to this are Games, PE and Eudaimonia.
Occasionally the work being completed in class is not accessible from home and in these cases alternative
work will be set via the Teams assignments function.
Their learning will follow the normal school timetable and homework arrangements.
Whilst access to lessons from home is being arranged, pupils will be set some work in the core subjects via a
Firefly page for their first day of absence.
Remote provision when the school is closed
Remote learning will follow the normal school timetable with each lesson being held in Teams and
homework will be set in Firefly as usual. Most lessons will be full live lessons, others will involve the teacher
introducing the work live followed by pupils working individually depending on what is appropriate for the
material being covered.
Eudaimonia lessons for Years 7, 10 and 11 will be replaced with screen free time and suggested activities will
be shared with pupils. Games lessons will be provided live but shortened to one hour in to allow for some
screen-free time.
Expectations of pupils’ engagement with remote education
We expect pupils to attend and take part in all their lessons and we monitor their attendance and work
completion. Pupils are expected to have their cameras on for lessons to facilitate this.
Subject teachers or pastoral leaders will contact parents if their child falls behind with their work or misses
lessons repeatedly.
All pupils have signed the code of conduct regarding the appropriate use of online platforms for learning.
Further support
Pupils with a learning difference have further support available on a personalised basis from the Learning
support department.
The Pastoral team, including the school counsellor where appropriate, work closely with parents to support
pupils who need additional support in managing online learning.

